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While not every Google search or phone 
swipe might make a difference to your 
electricity bill, our combined appetite for 
messages, photos, and streaming video, 
plus the critical systems that support  our 
financial, transportation, and communication 
require a tremendous, and growing, amount 
of energy.  
 
The telecommunications, IT and technology 
service sector consumes approximately 
7% of global electricity1 and an estimated 
4% of Australian electricity2, and the data 
centres that support this activity are the 
world’s fastest growing sector for electricity 
consumption.

1 Greenpeace. 2017. Clicking Clean: Who is winning the race to build a green internet
2 Greenpeace analysis of Clean Energy Regulator Corporate emissions and energy data 2019-2020

But a major shift is taking place in global and 
Australian telecommunications and internet 
services. Driven by consumer demand, and 
the rapidly falling cost of renewable energy, 
the telco, tech and IT industry has emerged 
as an industry leader in the corporate shift 
to renewable energy - with major telco 
and data centre companies like Telstra, 
TPG Telecom and most recently Global 
Switch now committed to 100% renewable 
electricity. 

This briefing paper looks at the speed of the 
telco energy transition and which providers 
in Australia are leading the race - and who is 
at risk of falling behind.

Introduction:  
Dialing in to wind and solar 



Telco, tech and data centre companies use 
vast amounts of electricity, and for as long 
as that electricity is sourced from coal the 
the sector will continue to be a significant 
source of carbon pollution, and a driver of 
dangerous climate change. 

New analysis of the 2019-2020 national 
greenhouse and energy reporting data 
published by the Clean Energy Regulator 
reveals the top nine biggest electricity users 
in the Australian tech sector. These  include 
telco giants Telstra, Optus, TPG Telecom, 
and the National Broadband Network (NBN), 
as well as the vast data centres run by 
Amazon, Equinix, NextDC, Global Switch 
and Fujitsu. 
 
Together these companies use an estimated 
3603 GWh of electricity annually - as much 
as 580,000 Australian homes combined - 
and generate 2.9 million tonnes of carbon 
emissions, nearly 4% of the electricity based 
emissions generated by Australia’s top 150 
electricity users. Electricity related emissions 
from this sector are escalating, with a jump 
from 2,848,345 tonnes of CO2 in 2018-19 to 
2,918,033 tonnes of 2019-20. 

The good news is that, with electricity 
consumption contributing a combined 
98% of the reported operational (Scope 
1&2) carbon emissions for these nine 
telcos, tech companies and data centres, 
most of these companies can cut a 
massive swathe through their carbon 
emissions simply by making the switch 
from coal power to renewable electricity.  

The nine biggest electricity-using companies 
named above would generate nearly 
1.25GW of new wind and solar projects if 
they switched their operations to run on 
new-build renewable energy. That’s enough 
to create 1822 new jobs. For this switch to 
happen, all these companies need to be 
making - and meeting - 100% renewable 
electricity targets.  

Why telcos, tech & IT going  
renewable matters
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Rank Company Electricity 
based 
(Scope 2) 
emissions 
(t CO2-e)

Electricity 
consumption 
(MWh)

Equivalent 
number of 
homes this 
could power

Ranking in 
Australia’s 
top 
electricity 
users 

1 Telstra Corporation Limited 1,140,573 1408115 226,932 14

2

Singapore Telecom 
Australia Investments  
Pty Limited (Optus) 412,483 509238 82,069 42

3
Equinix Australia  
Pty Limited 297,414 367178 59,175 54

4 NBN Co Limited 294,002 362965 58,496 55

5 NextDC Limited 218,605 269883 43,494 74

6 TPG Telecom Limited 162,620 200765 32,355 98

7
Global Switch Australia  
Pty Limited 137,617 169898 27,381 112

8
Amazon Corporate 
Services Pty Ltd 134,104 165560 26,682 117

9 Fujitsu Australia Ltd 120,615 148907 23,998 130

Total 2,918,033 3602509 580,582
 
The above table does not include new telco entrants AGL or 
Origin, both of whom are major coal and gas companies that 
have made recent forays into the telco and internet services 
market. These two companies dwarf the above companies in 
terms of carbon pollution, with AGL alone the single largest 
carbon polluter in Australia, responsible for a staggering 8% 
of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions.

Table 1: Australia’s largest telco, tech and IT emitters
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The tech and data centre sector has felt the 
heat of consumer demand for solutions to 
their carbon problem over the last decade, 
with the sector’s huge and growing energy 
consumption leading to increased scrutiny 
on their environmental performance3. This, 
combined with the cost of renewable energy, 
has in turn seen many of the world’s tech 
leaders become more proactive in minimising 
the environmental impact of their facilities. 

Groundswell of 100% 
renewable commitments 

Major commitments to 100% renewable 
electricity globally were led initially by global 
tech giants like Google, Apple and Microsoft 
and have spread across the industry.  Today 
many major telecommunications, tech and 
data companies have signed up to the 
global RE100 initiative - a global alliance 
of corporations committed to switching 
to 100% renewable electricity. RE100 
members include most of the tech majors, 
and telcos including Vodafone Group, 
BT, Telefonia, SwissComms, Deutstche 
Telekom, Virgin media, KPN and others. 

The global trend has also been taking 
hold across Asia. In the first-ever clean 
energy scorecard for China’s massive 
tech industry, Greenpeace analysis 
found that data centres and cloud 
providers are increasingly switching on 
to the benefits of renewable energy.4 

3 Greenpeace. 2017. Clicking Clean: Who is winning the race to build a green internet
4 Greenpeace. 2021. Clean Cloud 2021: Tracking renewable energy use in China’s tech industry
5 Seneca ESG. 2021 Tencent preparees carbon neutrality plan for emission reduction. Webpage
6 Energy Live News. 2021. Amazon surpassed Google and Facebook in renewable PPAs in 2020
7 Renew Economy. 2020. Amazon signs up nine wind and solar farms to become world biggest corporate buyer 
8 RE100 interview with Lisa Jackson, Apple VP. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwEa0HaJACk

Major Chinese data centre companies 
Chindata Group and AtHub have recently 
pledged to run centres with 100% renewable 
energy by 2030, and tech giant Tencent5 is 
currently developing its climate neutral plans. 
Global Switch, with data centres across 
Europe and the Asia Pacific, including in 
Hong Kong, Singapore and Sydney is the 
latest company to announce 100% renewable 
electricity target by 2030 in June 2020. 

Climate commitments 
backed by action

Most of these companies are matching 
commitment with action, with new 
procurement deals being announced around 
the world on a regular basis, and companies 
like Google, Facebook and Amazon in a 
race to sign deals with new wind and solar 
projects6. Most recently Amazon took the 
lead for largest capacity of renewable energy 
deals signed, with 86GW of wind and solar 
projects - including 71 large scale ones - 
across Europe, North America, and Australia7.  

A number of these companies - including 
Apple8 - are increasingly requiring renewable 
purchasing from their downstream suppliers.  

Global trends: telco, tech and data 
centres pave the way
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Global company case study: 
Google 

Global tech heavyweight Google has been working 
to run its data centres on 100% renewable 
electricity for the last four years.9 Powering the 
world’s biggest search engine uses so much energy 
that if Google were an independent nation, it would 
be in the top 100 highest electricity-using countries 
globally, using more electricity than entire nations 
like Sri Lanka and Zambia.10

Google is doing this by purchasing enough 
renewable energy generation to match its global 
electricity use. Since 2010, it has signed enough 
power purchase agreements to bring on 6.6GW of 
new renewable energy, which is enough to power at 
least 1.5 million homes, or almost every household 
in Sydney.11

Google prioritises purchasing power from new 
renewable energy sources, which helps to provide 
the financial certainty for solar and wind projects to 
go ahead - this ensures that there are consistently 
new renewable energy projects getting off the 
ground and into the power grid.

9  Google. 2021, Data Centres. Available at: https://www.google.com.au/about/datacenters/renewable/
10 Forbes. 2020. Google’s dominance is fueled by Zambia sized amounts of electricity 
11 Energy Live News. 2021. Amazon surpassed Google and Facebook in renewable PPAs in 2020
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A global trend hits Australia

Following global trends, Australia is now 
in the midst of a corporate renewable 
energy revolution. Over the past 18 
months, major consumer facing companies 
including Woolworths, Coles, Bunnings, 
Coca Cola Amatil and many more have 
committed to source their electricity from 
100% renewable sources by 2025. The 
telecommunications sector has emerged as 
second only to retail in the scale and scope 
of its renewable energy commitments. 

Telstra, Australia’s biggest telco and 13th 
biggest energy user, made the pledge to 
switch to 100% renewable electricity by 
2025 in early 2020. It was followed in 2021 
by TPG Telecom, owner of some of our 
biggest telco brands such as Vodafone, 
in April 2021. Of Australia’s top three 
telcos, only Optus, the second largest 
telecommunications provider in the country 
- and second largest telco emitter - is yet to 
make a renewable electricity commitment.

Of the data centre companies reporting 
to the government’s National Greenhouse 
and Energy Reporting (NGER) Scheme only 
Amazon and Global Switch now have firm 
targets of 100% renewable by 2025 and 
2030 respectively, but NextDC and Equinix 
still need to set hard timelines and Fujitsu’s 
target year of 2050 is woefully inadequate.   
 

12 Renew Economy. 2017. Telstra signs up for 429MW wind farm at stunning low cost. 
13 Renew Economy. 2017. First Australian Corporate Bulk Buy to deliver new 80MW wind farm.
14 Renew Economy. 2020. Amazon signs PPA with Victorian Wind Farm, its third renewables deal in Australia 

In terms of procurement, only Telstra, 
NextDC and Amazon have inked renewable 
energy deals to date. Telstra signed a power 
purchase agreement in 2017 as part of a 
consortium to share in the output from the 
first 226MW stage of the Murra Warra wind 
farm in Victoria.12 NextDC also signed a 
deal to acquire power through an Ararat 
based wind farm through the Melbourne 
Renewable Energy Project buyers group.13 

Amazon has signed three major deals with 
the Hawkesdale wind farm in Victoria, 
and Gunnedah and Suntop solar farms in 
regional NSW. These three projects are 
anticipated to together generate power 
equivalent to the demand of 115,000 homes 
for a year.14  
 

Australian telcos and data centres: 
trends and rankings - who’s leading, 
who’s falling behind



Table 2: Renewable ranking of major Australia telcos, tech and IT companies

Rank Company Commitment to 100% renewable electricity
Renewable 
Purchasing 
Deal

1 Telstra
100% renewable electricity by 2025 - Australian 
operations

Yes

2
Amazon 
Australia

Global commitment to 100% renewable 
electricity by 2025

Yes

3 TPG Telecom
100% renewable electricity by 2025 - Australian 
operations

No

4
Global 
Switch 
Australia

Global commitment to 100% renewable 
electricity by 2030

No

5 Next DC
Intent to reach 100% renewable electricity - no 
timeline

Yes

6
Equinix 
Australia

Global 100% renewable commitment - no 
timeline, via RE100

No

7 Fujitsu
Global 100% renewable electricity by 2050, via 
RE100

No

8 Optus No 100% renewable electricity commitment No

9 NBN Co No 100% renewable electricity commitment No
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Australian company case study: 
Telstra
Telstra was Australia’s first major telco to commit to 100% 
renewable electricity, announcing in March 2020 that the 
company will be powered by the wind and sun by 2025. 
With Telstra the 14th largest electricity user in the country – 
consuming close to 1% of electricity generated nationwide 
– this is a significant commitment that will help reduce 
emissions in the national electricity grid.

The commitment follows Telstra’s early leadership signing 
two corporate power purchase agreements (PPA) in 2017. 
Telstra acted as lead partner in a joint off-take agreement 
with the 226MW Murra Warra Wind Farm near Horsham 
in North West Victoria. The project commenced operation 
in March 2019 and supplies enough power for 222,000 
homes. Telstra is also the sole customer of the Emerald 
Solar Park in Queensland. The 70MW solar project 
started generating in September 2018 and produces 
enough power to supply 35,000 Queensland homes.

Telstra is continuing to pursue further PPAs in its 
transition to a 100% renewable powered company.

While Telstra’s commitment reflects significant 
leadership for a major electricity user, the company 
has not yet cemented its leadership position by 
signing up to the global RE100 initiative. 
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Climate conscious brands  
on the rise
Despite the telco market being saturated with options, lately 
there has been an upsurge in boutique telco brands boasting 
better climate credentials, which demonstrates the growing 
market of conscious consumers who expect more from their 
mobile phone and internet providers. Two examples are Felix 
and Belong, both belonging to Telstra and TPG Telecom, 
who - while not yet having achieved the milestone of getting 
to 100% renewable electricity - are committed to switching 
off coal and onto renewable energy. 

Felix offers a simple, SIM-only service. Felix is powered by 
100% renewable electricity, and is on the Vodafone network, 
which has just recently committed to 100% renewable 
electricity by 2025 via parent company TPG Telecom. In 
addition to being powered by clean energy, Felix is also 
carbon neutral, a member of the Climate Active program, 
and plants one tree for each month a customer is subscribed 
through a partnership with One Tree Planted. 

Belong also offers SIM-only mobile phone plans as well as 
NBN services. As a sub-brand of Telstra, it is committed 
to sourcing 100% renewable electricity by 2025. All plans 
offered by Belong are carbon neutral, and the company is 
also a member of the Climate Active program. 
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But room for improvement 

While good progress is being made in the Australian 
telco, tech and IT space there is still significant room for 
improvement. We are yet to see any Australian based 
companies embrace a leadership role by signing up to 
the global RE100 - so the opportunity is there for the first 
company to take the mantle. 

Optus and NBN have not set a renewable electricity target 
at all. And a number of major emitters - including Equinix, 
and Fujitsu - have yet to set credible timelines for their 
100% renewable electricity goals. Recent reports from the 
International Energy Agency, have indicated that developed 
countries like Australia need to be out of coal by 2030, and 
given the need for leading companies to be at the forefront 
of this shift, Greenpeace is calling for all companies to meet 
the 2025 benchmarket set by Telstra and TPG Telecom. 

Additionally, some companies, in particular NextDC, appear 
to be intending to meet carbon neutrality goals through 
the use of domestic and overseas carbon offsets, rather 
than reducing emissions at source. Any credible carbon 
neutral claim needs to be accompanied by a robust 100% 
renewable electricity goal to address Scope 2 emissions. 

The teleco, tech and IT 
sector can and must be 
a leader in this energy 
transition. Good progress 
is being made, but there is 
still much work to be done.
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And finally, progress on renewable procurement 
appears to be slow going, hampered by the current 
investment climate for renewable energy, despite many 
of the above-mentioned companies being active in 
the market. Greenpeace calls on these companies to 
work together to address policy and regulatory barriers 
to faster corporate uptake of renewable electricity.

The dirtiest telcos emerge

Finally an important new development worth watching 
is the move by major energy companies AGL and Origin 
into the telecommunications space, with both companies 
starting to offer mobile and/or internet services. At present, 
AGL is Australia’s biggest domestic contributor to climate 
change, with Origin Energy not far behind in the fourth 
position, due to the enormous amounts of coal and gas both 
companies burn to generate electricity.15 Unless both Origin 
and AGL commit to phasing out their coal- burning power 
stations by 2030 and replace them with renewable energy, 
these companies will represent the highest polluting telco 
offering and threaten to hamper the clean energy revolution 
otherwise happening in the telco space. 

15 Clean Energy Regulator. 2019-2020 National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Data 
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When it comes to climate change, 
Australians expect more from the 
companies they engage with, and are 
increasingly voting with their wallets on 
climate. Greenpeace polling has found 
that almost 80% of Australians agreed 
that Australian companies should be 
using more renewable energy to power 
their operations, and that almost 70% of 
Australians want companies to set a goal 
of 100% renewable energy as part of their 
responsibility to tackle climate change.16

Not only do consumers want it, it 
makes good business sense as well. 
Renewable energy is the cheapest 
form of new energy17, and staff and 
investors are increasingly looking to 
companies for leadership in this area.

A fully renewably powered internet and 
IT service sector is an essential part of 
a low carbon economy.  Australia has 
excellent IT and technology capabilities 
and these can and are being used to 
help make our energy system and clean 
energy integration smarter and more 
efficient.  Australia also has amongst the 
best renewable resources in the world. 

However, at a practical level the Australian 
IT and telecommunications sector still has 
a long way to go in procuring sufficient 
renewable energy to match their growing 
energy demand, and to ensure Australians 
are being powered by clean, safe sources 
of power while staying connected. 

16 Greenpeace Australia Pacific. 2019.  Poll: Vast majority of Aussies want corporates to re-energize with 100% renewable energy
17 Carbon Brief. 2020. Solar is now the cheapest form of electricity in history confirms IEA. 

While heavyweight Telstra is leading the 
pack, followed by TPG Telecom, Amazon 
Australia and Global Switch, Equinix, 
NextDC and Fujitsu Australia all need 
to up their game, and Optus and NBN 
Co are at risk of falling behind in the 
corporate race to renewable energy. 

All companies can race forward by 
making the following commitments:

1. Commit to 100% renewable 
electricity by 2025, and sign up 
to the global RE100 initiative 

2. Sign Power Purchase Agreements 
to secure renewable electricity with 
new wind and solar projects 

3. Work together to shift the policy and 
regulatory environment to enable 
faster uptake of renewable energy

The telecommunications industry can 
and must be a leader in this energy 
transition. Good progress is being made, 
but there is still much work to be done. 

What needs to happen next
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Greenpeace is an independent global 
campaigning organisation that acts 
to change attitudes and behaviour, 
to protect and conserve the 
environment and to promote peace.

Greenpeace Australia Pacific Limited
GPO Box 3307, Sydney NSW 2001
ABN: 61 002 643 852
Ph: +61 2 9281 6100
Fax: +61 2 9280 0380
Email: support.au@greenpeace.org 
www.greenpeace.org.au

Join Greenpeace
We do not accept funding from 
governments or corporations; instead 
we rely on the goodwill and generosity 
of people like you to continue our work. 

Call 1800 815 151 or visit  
www.greenpeace.org.au/join


